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MCOM and Mustafa Sultan Enterprises
celebrate five years of collaboration.

MAY 2014
Today marks the 5th anniversary of a very fruitful
collaboration between MCOM Media Communications
and Mustafa Sultan Security & Communications,
Oman, to oﬀer innovative hospitality technology and
IPTV solutions in the Sultanate of Oman.

In the last ﬁve years, MCOM and Mustafa Sultan have
together installed HOTstream solutions in some
of the most luxurious and demanding facilities
in Oman, having already a strong pipeline of new
projects to deploy in the forthcoming months.

“We are proud to work closely with one of the most prestigious partners in the Sultanate
of Oman. We consider the 5 years of collaboration as the ﬁrst step of a long lasting and
successful partnership with Mustafa Sultan Security & Communication Systems Co. LLC.”
Mr. Dimitris Petinos, MCOM’s VP Sales & Marketing

“Our collaboration with MCOM has proven to be up to our expectations and standards,
having experienced consistent support and close cooperation on all projects. By knowing
HOTstream’s roadmap for the coming years, we are eager to continue what started
ﬁve years ago. We’ve accomplished a lot and there’s much more opportunity that awaits.”
Mr. J. Raman, General Manager

MUSTAFA SULTAN
Committed to its vision since its inception in 1972, Mustafa Sultan Enterprises has emerged as a premier group in the
Sultanate of Oman. It has a glorious entrepreneurial history spurred by the dreams and ambitions of Mustafa A.
Sultan, Chairman of Mustafa Sultan Enterprises. Mustafa Sultan Enterprises are organized into various subsidiaries
commited to high estethical and professional standards.
Mustafa Sultan’s business interests are diversiﬁed in Consumer Electronics, Security & Communications, Medical &
Industrial Equipment, Consumer & Industrial Lighting, Telecommunications & VSAT, Information Technology,
Oﬃce Equipment, Defense Equipment, Restaurants, Money Exchange, Insurance, Real Estate, Entertainment,
Air-Conditioning and Logistics.

MCOM MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS
MCOM Media Communications (MCOM) is one of the leading IT solution providers for hospitality, healthcare and
telecom operators having a large network of partners and regional oﬃces in Europe, North America and Middle East.
MCOM designs, develops and operates advanced technology solutions for multiscreen environments, including
applications for Smart TVs, set-top boxes, smartphones, tablets, laptops and digital signage monitors.
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